Point contact spectroscopy is a powerful technique which has helped the community understand the Fermi surface properties of a large number of materials with great success for several decades.
[1] At the same time, it is also known that like all other experimental techniques, point contact spectroscopy has its own limitations.
[2] When the limitations of the technique are not clearly understood there is a risk of generating misleading resultssuch results, sometimes published in well reputed journals, confuse the physics community in general. [3, 4] In this comment we focus on a recent paper by Wang et al. on TaAs. [5] It is well known that it is possible to obtain a tip-induced superconducting (we named it "TISC") phase in topologically non-trivial materials under mesoscopic point contacts. This was first shown by Aggarwal et al. in arXiv:1410 .2072 where TISC was shown for the first time on polycrystalline samples of Cd 3 As 2 where the grain size was shown to be large enough so that the point contacts could be made majority of the times on individual single crystalline grains.
Subsequently, after 3 months, some of the authors of the paper being commented on here reproduced the TISC phase on single crystalline Cd 3 As 2 (arXiv:1501.00418). Eventually, both the papers simultaneously appeared in Nature Materials, but the precedence of the paper by Aggarwal et al. established in arXiv.org is also reflected in the receipt dates in the journal. Unfortunately, this simultaneity of publication has been emphasized in the reply [6] to our comment in v1. [7] The remark on sample quality in the reply of Wang et al. is to be understood as essential to a follow-up experiment.
Despite several theoretical attempts, the origin of such a TISC phase is still not understood. The TISC phase remains elusive mainly because the phase appears only under point contacts where bulk characterization techniques fail. Andreev reflection spectroscopy of such TISC comes as a rescue. However, it must be noted that Andreev reflection at a point contact can be used as a spectroscopic probe only when the point contacts are made in the ballistic or in the diffusive regimes of transport. When the point contact experiments are performed away from the ballistic regime, depending on the geometry of the point contacts, Fig. 1(c) ) and magnetic field (Fig. 1(d) ) respectively. In Fig. 2 we show four representative spectra between the conventional superconductor Pb and Ag where multiple critical current dominated conductance dips followed by a zero-bias conductance peak/plateau are clearly seen. This set of data shows when the point contacts are not in the ballistic regime, a large number of spectral shapes are expected, even on simple well known conventional superconductors, primarily due to contact-heating dominated artefacts. Striking similarities of some of these artefact-dominated spectra with the spectra presented by Wang et al. can be seen.
However, such data do not give any information about conventionality or unconventionality of a superconductor. the point contact to be ballistic in order to prove it to be ballistic. Second, when a topologically non-trivial system is involved in the point contact, the authors have not discussed why they believed that the magnetic field dependence would originate only from the sample.
Rationally, the point contact itself should have large magnetoresistance, particularly because the point contact is a completely different phase (even possibly superconducting). Third, the authors started their discussion saying that the point contact is ballistic only when the contact size is less than the normal state mean free path of the sample. However, they have not provided such a comparison. Even for point contacts with finite Z, the point contact diameter can be calculated using Wexlers formula and then the same can be compared with the measured mean free path. In short, the analysis presented by Wang et al. to find out the Maxwell's contribution is non-trivial, erroneous and to the knowledge of the authors of this comment, was never used for testing the ballisticity of point contacts. Furthermore, the thermal limit data shown in Fig. 1 The correct ballistic limit data with direct proof of superconductivity in TaAs point contacts and detailed analysis based on well understood theoretical concepts can be found in arXiv:1607.05131 (2016). [11] We thank Jithin Bhagwathi and Preetha Saha for their help during some of the point contact experiments presented in this comment. We also thank Professor Praveen Chaddah for reviewing the text of our revised comment and for his extremely useful suggestions. * goutam@iisermohali.ac.in 
